This contribution presents an overview of fundamental QED processes in the presence of an external field produced by an ultra-intense laser. The discussion focusses on the basic intensity effects on vacuum polarisation and the prospects for their observation. Some historical remarks are added where appropriate.
Introduction
It is a time honoured principle of physics research that new discoveries are typically made upon exploring new parameter regimes. Arguably, the most important parameter is energy which governs the experimental 'resolution' from the everyday macroworld down to the microworld of high energy physics. Other relevant parameters that may be tuned at will include temperature, density, pressure etc. This conference has seen many talks where geometry plays a crucial role in the guise of boundary conditions governing the Casimir effect. Finally, one may consider to vary the magnitude of an external field which, in its magnetic incarnation, for instance, can have drastic effects on the physics of spin systems and superconductors. In this presentation I will concentrate on the peculiar external fields provided by ultra-intense, high-power lasers a Traditionally, the strength of the laser field is measured by the dimensionless laser amplitude,
which measures the energy gain of an electron (charge e, mass m) traversing a laser wavelength λ L in the r.m.s. field E in units of its rest energy, mc 2 . Clearly, when a 0 exceeds unity, the electron becomes relativistic. If we measure intensity I by the modulus of the Poynting vector (I = cE 2 for a plane wave) and denote the current record intensity 2 by I 22 ≡ 10 22 W/cm 2 we can relate a 0 ≃ 60 I/I 22 λ/µm. Hence, one may expect a 0 values of order 200 at Vulcan 10 Petawatt 5 and 10 3 at ELI 6 in the not-too-distant future. The historical development of laser intensity is shown in Fig. 1 , and Table 1 provides an overview of the (current) magnitudes involved. Although the electric and magnetic fields are among the largest that can be generated in a lab they come with a price. Typically, they are extremely shortlived (pulse duration a few femtoseconds) and alternating in sign. Hence, though macroscopic, the fields differ vastly from homogeneous configurations. This will be further elucidated below.
Strong Laser Fields: Theory

Modelling the laser beam
The primary theory input is the model of the laser beam and/or pulse. The simplest possibility is to choose an infinite plane wave, that is, a field strength tensor F µν depending solely on the invariant phase, φ = K · x where K is the wave four-vector. The dependence on φ is arbitrary, but a natural example is a monochromatic beam with a sinusoidal dependence on φ which may be augmented by a pulse envelope. As long as the latter depends solely on φ we are still dealing with a plane wave. Clearly, the pulse duration (related to the width of the envelope) will then be an additional parameter. This field configuration is still somewhat unphysical as it has infinite transverse extent. To remedy this one may model the wave as a Gaussian beam which has a Gaussian profile in the transverse direction. Accordingly, one now has longitudinal and transverse scales given by the Rayleigh length z R and the waist w, respectively. The dimensionless ratio 7 ,
then measures the deviation from the plane wave case corresponding to κ = 0. In the opposite direction one may increase κ until one reaches the diffraction limit (extreme focussing) corresponding to κ = 1/2π. This suggests that perturbation theory in κ ≪ 1 might generally be a good idea. In the following, though, we will be mostly concerned with the plane wave case (κ = 0). It is worthwhile to recall some peculiarities of plane waves from a covariant perspective. Their wave vector is of course null, K 2 = 0, and we have already seen that the field strength is a univariate function, F µν = F µν (K · x). The vector K singles out a frame and we assume that the plane wave laser beam propagates along z with frequency Ω, i.e. K = Ω(1,ẑ). In this case, K · x = Ωx − , which tells us that the field depends solely on the light-front variable 8 x − = ct−z. Maxwell's equations in vacuum then demand that F µν is transverse, K µ F µν = 0. Most importantly, a plane wave represents a null field for which the basic invariants vanish b ,
In addition, the matrix cube of F µν vanishes as well, F 3 = 0, i.e. F µν is nilpotent with index 3. Due to these null field properties it is not straightforward to measure the strength of a plane wave field in an invariant way. What is required is a probe which provides an independent four-momentum, say a photon with wave vector k = ω(1, n). In this case, one can form two basic invariants, namely,
b For Gaussian beams these turn out to be of order κ 2 .
Here we have assumed a head-on collision (n = −ẑ) in the lab frame for simplicity. The second invariant utilises the Maxwell energy momentum tensor,
and may be regarded as the energy density 'seen' by the probe. A null energy theorem 9 says that I 2 has to be nonnegative which is nicely borne out.
For what follows it is useful to make the invariants dimensionless. To this end we recall Sauter's critical electric field 10 , the 'Schwinger limit' of Fig. 1 ,
setting = c = 1 henceforth. In such a field an electron gains an energy m across a Compton wavelength, 1/m, and hence the probability of vacuum pair production becomes sizeable c . In QED it thus makes sense to measure electric fields in units of the Sauter field (6) resulting in the dimensionless field strength parameter,
Similarly we measure laser and probe frequencies in terms of the electron rest mass, m,
In terms of the invariants (4) and (5) we thus find the relations
Interestingly, the last identity (11) provides an invariant definition of the dimensionless laser amplitude 11 .
Strong field QED
The model chosen for the laser beam enters the QED action via its classical external gauge potential A µ . This becomes particularly obvious in the partition function
where S QED is the standard QED action depending on the the fermion fields ψ and ψ and the fluctuating quantum field a µ integrated over in the path integral. The external field A µ , however, does not have a dynamics of its own, its only role being the coupling to the fermionic current j µ =ψγ µ ψ. In other words by ignoring its kinetic term we are making the approximation that there is no classical backreaction c It should be emphasized at this point that the field (6) has a magnitude typical of any QED process. The difficulty resides in creating such a field across a macroscopic distance (say a laser focus) and not just over a Compton wavelength.
of the current on the external field. The quantum action, however, will have terms coupling a and A, so that their dynamics becomes entangled (see below).
The S-matrix and Feynman diagrams for the theory (12) are then generated by absorbing the external field interaction into the unperturbed Hamiltonian and using the eigenstates of the latter as the asymptotic states. This Furry picture 12 requires the solution of the Dirac equation in the presence of the background field. Whether or not this is possible depends crucially on the choice of the laser beam model. For plane waves an analytic solution was found long ago by Volkov 13 . Integrability here is guaranteed by the fact that a plane wave is univariate so that a sufficient number of momentum components is conserved. As soon as the background becomes multivariate, this property is lost. Hence, in what follows we will only discuss the plane wave case resulting in the Volkov solution.
The Feynman rules then are as follows. The quantum field a µ corresponds to non-laser (probe) photons and will be described by standard wavy photon lines. The background field (dotted lines) will normally not be displayed explicitly but, through the Volkov solution, serves to dress the fermions which are represented by double lines, see Fig. 2 . As usual, these fermion lines can be either external (asymptotic Volkov states) or internal (Volov propagator). With this 'lego kit' of particle lines we can then form Feynman diagrams representing the 'elementary' processes of laser QED. Tree diagrams (nonlinear Compton scattering, photon induced and trident pair production) have been covered in the talk by Anton Ilderton 14 . We will thus focus on fermion loop diagrams describing variants of vacuum polarisation processes such as displayed in Fig. 3 . The dressed fermion loop represents the vacuum polarisation tensor, Π µν [A] in the background of the plane wave field, A µ . Expanding this in powers of the external field (cf. Fig. 2 ) results in the standard QED term plus a leading order correction with four external photon lines (two probe and two background photons) as displayed in Fig. 4 . At low probe energies (ω ≪ mc 2 ) this latter diagram has first been worked out by Euler and Kockel 15 , two students of Heisenberg's. In modern parlance their findings may be used to describe the second order term of Fig. 4 by an effective Lagrangian of the form
On the right-hand side, S and P refer to to the invariants (3) with the replacement F µν → F µν + f µν and discarding terms higher than second order in F and f . The main technical achievement by Euler and Kockel was the determination of the coefficients c 1 and c 2 , but their two-page paper already contains a lot of physical insights as well. These include the interpretation of the vacuum as a nonlinear medium, the possibility of vacuum pair production and the smallness of the lightby-light scattering cross section in the optical regime which they stated as σ ≃ 10 −70 cm 2 .
Historical Interlude
As this talk is a contribution to the session celebrating the 75th anniversary of the seminal paper "Consequences of Dirac's theory of the positron" by W. (Fig. 5) is taken from. In the autumn of 1937 Heisenberg was able to provide Euler with a position as a "subsidiary" research assistant -after a year or so of financial insecurity. As early as June 1938 Euler was able to submit his "habilitation thesis" on cosmic rays whereupon his position was upgraded to a regular assistantship. During the first year of World War II Euler was exempted from serving in the military. In 1940, though, apparently after a phase of depression, Euler volunteered for the Air Force -despite his left leaning convictions. He was then trained as an on-board navigator and meteorologist. On 23rd June 1941 he was lost in action after his reconnaissance plane was shot down over the Sea of Azov, Crimea 18 . The mystery of his "disappearance" is aggravated by contradicting historical sources. The German Wikipedia entry for Hans Euler, e.g. talks of an emergency landing due to engine failure on 24th June 1941 and his capture by fishermen the following day. This would suggest that Euler perished as a Soviet prisoner of war. There is even some rather apocryphal evidence that a notebook of Euler's containing calculations on Uranium chain reactions was found in early spring 1942 near Taganrog on the Azov Sea shore 20 . It thus seems as if there is some work left for historians interested in the early history of QED 21 and the physicists involved.
In his thesis 19 Euler gave a detailed account of the Euler-Kockel synopsis of Ref. 15 , i.e. the determination of the leading order correction to the Maxwell Lagrangian. In his own words, this correction represents "an interaction between light quanta indicating the virtual production of matter...". The extension of this result to all orders in the external field was then given in the seminal Heisenberg-Euler paper 16 we are celebrating in this conference session. As Gerald Dunne has nicely reviewed this paper anticipated many modern developments, among them subtraction techniques of UV renormalisation, the (implicit) evaluation of background determinants and the concept of low-energy effective field theory. In the next section I want to focus on another highlight of their results, the prediction and interpretation of vacuum polarisation of which they said: "...even in situations where the [photon] energy is not sufficient for matter production, its virtual possibility will result in a 'polarisation of the vacuum' and hence in an alteration of Maxwell's equations" 16 .
Strong Laser Fields: Examples
We have seen above (Fig. 4) that the standard QED vacuum polarisation of Fig. 3 becomes more complicated and hence describes a larger amount of physics when an external field is present. Even at lowest nontrivial order (altogether four external photon lines) there are several different cases depending on the number of nonlaser photons involved. By the optical theorem, each of these graphs may have an imaginary part corresponding to a particular variant of pair creation. In what follows we will discuss four examples: vacuum pair production, vacuum emission, stimulated pair production and vacuum birefringence. The associated Feynman diagrams (to all orders in laser photons) are displayed in Fig. 6 (a)-(d) , respectively. 
Vacuum pair production
For constant electric fields this is the celebrated Sauter-Schwinger mechanism 10,22 represented by Fig. 6 (a) which, via the optical theorem, yields pair production as shown in Fig. 7 . The rate becomes substantial whenever the following invariant inequality holds,
For small (i.e. currently available) field strengths, E 0 ≪ E S , the rate is exponentially suppressed, R ∼ exp(−πE S /E 0 ). For null fields such as plane waves, however, the rate vanishes identically with the invariants S, P and hence E 0 . Thus, with laser fields, one has to fight both the null field character and the exponential suppression which makes vacuum pair production in a laser background a very difficult task. One can estimate the rate for Gaussian beams with geometry parameter κ from (2) as
Hence, compared to a constant electric field one has additional suppression by powers of κ ≤ 1/2π both in the prefactor and in the exponent. Using superpositions of beams such as standing waves the situation may be a bit more favourable 23 .
Light-by-light scattering (vacuum emission)
The scattering of light by light was originally predicted by Halpern 24 in 1934 and shortly afterwards worked out in detail bei Euler, Heisenberg and Kockel as was discussed at length in Section 3. However, with all four external photons being real, this process has has never been observed in the lab. So, surprisingly, there remains a fundamental QED prediction of purely quantum nature that is still waiting for experimental confirmation e . The reason for this, in a sense, has two facets. In the e One should, however, note that the variant of Delbrück scattering (two photons virtual) has been observed 25,26 . In addition, light-by-light scattering contributes to the electron anomalous magnetic moment g − 2 at three-loop order, and in this sense has been tested, albeit in an indirect manner. For real γ-γ scattering there are only bounds 27 .
MeV regime, the cross section is of typical QED size, about 10 −30 cm 2 , but in this regime one is lacking photon flux. On the other hand, as we have seen, in the optical regime the cross section is tiny, and so far fluxes have not been large enough to counterbalance this. Another simple estimate, however, shows that this situation may change in the near future. The crucial point is to utilise the huge photon densities provided by high-power lasers and employ the tadpole type graph Fig. 6 (b) which is expanded to lowest order in Fig. 8 . One should point out, though, that for null fields, the tadpole is zero as one cannot avoid contracting two null background field tensors, S ∼ F F = 0, in a fourth order expression with only a single non-laser field, f [e.g. (f F )(F F ) = 0]. For nonnull configurations, the diagram survives, and the number of emitted photons may be estimated as follows.
The Euler-Kockel result 15 for the cross section is nowadays text book lore 29 and reads
with fine structure constant α, the classical electron radius, r e = α/m, dimensionless laser frequency ν L as defined in (8) (optical regime). The definition (1) implies a laser photon density
and hence a photon number N γ = 10 17 a 2 0 in a typical focus volume of (10 µm) 3 . The number of emitted photons for a 'moderate' a 0 value of 10 2 will then be
This seems tiny but, as the number of emission events scales like a 6 0 , we only need an oder of magnitude increase in a 0 to about 10 3 to compensate the smallness of the cross section. If we assume a configuration involving Gaussian beams there may be additional suppression factors given by powers of κ so that, clearly, a more detailed analysis will be required. Nevertheless, an observation of light-by-light scattering may become a realistic option in the near future.
Vacuum birefringence and stimulated pair production
Let me finally discuss the vacuum polarisation diagrams of Fig.s 6 (c) and (d) . The real part describes dispersive effects on the propagation of probe photons (birefringence) and the imaginary part absorptive ones where photons 'disappear' to 'make room' for electron positron pairs. Even for null fields we now do get a contribution as we can contract (f F ) 2 = 0. The effective Lagrangian may then be written as
where the polarisation tensor can be seen to have the factorised form
Upon diagonalisation one finds two nontrivial eigenvalues of the polarisation tensor Π µν which, in the constant field approximation (plane waves becoming crossed fields) take on the form Π ± = c ± k µ T µν k ν = c ± I 2 . We recognise the invariant (5) resurfacing and refrain from specifying the numerical coefficients c ± which are given in terms of the Euler-Kockel coefficients of the effective Lagrangian. The two eigenvalues imply two dispersion relations that can be expressed wit the help of an effective metric 9,30 ,
This in turn gives rise to two indices of refraction first obtained in the seminal thesis of Toll 31 ,
This is the phenomenon of (vacuum) birefringence induced by a strong external field. The obvious question then is whether the effect is measurable. A possible experiment to detect vacuum birefringence is as follows 32 . One sends a linearly polarised probe beam through a high intensity laser focus and measures the ensuing ellipticity of the outgoing beam which is proportional to the difference in indices squared, δ 2 ∼ (n + − n − ) 2 . The effect (i.e. δ 2 ) is maximised by choosing (i) an angle of 45 degrees between probe polarisation and electric field, (ii) a high probe frequency (X-ray regime, ν ≃ 10 −2 ), (iii) a large Rayleigh length and (iv) laser intensity ǫ as large as possible. For a current Petawatt laser one has ǫ ≃ 10 −4 and δ 2 ≃ 10 −11 while for ELI one may expect ǫ ≃ 10 −2 and δ 2 ≃ 10 −5 . Obviously, this requires extreme polarisation purity for the X-ray probe beam. Earlier this year, a record value of 2.5 × 10 −10 for polarisation purity has been reported 33 . Again we can state that an observation of vacuum birefringence seems to become feasible.
We conclude this section with an outlook towards higher probe energies (ν > 1). In this case the Heisenberg-Euler low energy approximation (valid for ν ≪ 1) breaks down and one has to determine the full polarisation tensor (to all orders in external momentum). For crossed fields this has already been achieved by Toll 31 (see Ref. 34 for an overview). For plane wave backgrounds one has the more complicated results of Ref.s 35, 36. We only consider the crossed field result which yields for both indices an expression of the form
with functions f ± of the product ǫν having both real and imaginary parts f . These are displayed in Fig. 9 assuming a scenario where ǫν ≃ 3 (blue vertical lines) is achieved by Compton backscattering off a few GeV electron beam. The important thing to note is that in this case one is well into the regime of anomalous dispersion (dn/dν < 0, left panel of Fig. 9 ) and (via causality or a Kramers-Kronig relation 30 ) the regime of absorption (Im n = 0, right panel of Fig. 9 ). Thus, if for some reason positrons cannot be observed, one may alternatively look for anomalous dispersion as a signal of pair production. ln Ω 0.0 3.0×10 -9 6.0×10 -9 9.0×10 -9
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Conclusion
We have seen that laser power is approaching the Exawatt regime with unprecedented magnitudes in field strength and intensity. This corresponds to an uncharted f In the limit ν → 0 one recovers (22) .
region of the standard model, characterised by a peculiar external field that is not only ultra-strong but also pulsed, oscillatory and near null.
The associated theory, a particular realisation of strong-field QED, has been developed long ago 31,37,38,39 but has never been tested for laser amplitudes a 0 > 1. In this high-intensity regime new theoretical challenges are to be met such as finite pulse duration and size effects which require going beyond the plane wave approximation. As intensities grow larger the issue of radiation backreaction will become more pressing (see e.g. Ref.s 40, 41 and references therein), and one may have to modify or even abandon the external field approximation.
With new high power laser facilities planned or under way 5,6 , the intensity frontier will be further pushed upwards in the near future to values of a 0 ≃ 10 3 . In this regime light-by-light scattering of real (optical) photons may become observable for the first time. In addition, the observation of vacuum birefringence should be feasible. This is particularly interesting as this process represents a possible window to physics beyond the standard model (axions or other weakly interacting particles) as has been reviewed by Guido Zavattini at this conference 42 (see also Ref. 43 and references therein).
In any case it seems we are experiencing the advent of a new sub-field of physics, namely high-intensity QED. Both the realisation of old predictions and the discovery of new intensity effects may be just around the corner.
